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Collisions are playing an important role in the dynamics of many processes in discharges. 
This is in particular true for atmospheric pressure and micro discharges that are actually in the 
center of scientific interest. E.g. collisional de-excitation (quenching) influences the population of 
excited states whose exact knowledge is of decisive importance fo the analysis of optical methods 
like  emission  spectroscopy,  but  also  for  laser  diagnostics  as  laser-induced  fluorescence.  A 
common but technically expensive method represents the determination of the quenching rate 
coefficient by measuring the fluorescence lifetime of excited states past laser excitation [1, 2].

The experiments for the determination of quenching rate coefficients presented here are 
based  on  technically  more  simple  phase  and  space  resolved  optical  emission  spectroscopy 
(PROES) at capacitively coupled rf discharges with high repetition rate gateable ICCD cameras. 
In combination with a tunable filter or a high resolution spectrograph these cameras allow an 
analysis of the spatially resolved emission between the electrodes of that discharges at a resolution 
of about 50 µm. From a series of measurements at equidistant phase positions within an rf cycle 
the temporal behavior of the emission for each of these locations can be determined [3]. For light 
atoms and molecules like Hydrogen and Helium these spatio-temporal emission profiles show 
characteristic emission features (see figure 1) that can be attributed to field reversal (1), sheath 
expansion (2), heavy particle excitation (3) and fast electrons (IV).

Fig.1: Showing the spatio-temporal emission profile of the Balmer- line at 656 nm. The bottom 

curve indicates the rf voltage at the driven bottom electrode.
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 A careful analysis of these features shows that for specific time intervals the observed 
emission is no longer masked by additional electron excitation so that the decay time can be 
determined.  A  series  of  measurements  for  increasing  pressure  than  finally  yields  the  rate 
coefficient  for  self-quenching.  Variation  of  admixtures  of  other  gases  yields  the  respective 
quenching rate coefficient  kq. Due to the alternative electron-collision excitation process of this 
method  electronic  states  can  be  accessed  that  are  optically  forbidden  to  the  laser  method 
mentioned above.  The principle validity of  this  concept was shown by Gans et.  al.  in a low 
pressure hydrogen based discharge for admixed noble gases as helium, argon, neon and krypton 
[4, 5].  Here we present measurements  in a low pressure GEC reference cell  that  extend and 
compare the results from Gans et al. towards deuterium as quenching gas and to pressures up to 
about 250 Pa.

Quenching  rate  coefficients  resulting  from  these  measurements  bear  the  imminent 
disadvantage that they have to be extrapolated from the 100 Pa pressure range over about three 
orders of magnitude if they are to be applied on atmospheric or micro discharges. Therefore we 
will present as the second part of the contribution first PROES quenching experiments at an micro 
atmospheric pressure plasma jet operated in a mixture of helium and oxygen. In this discharge 
similar  emission  features  can  be  observed  in  the  spatio-temporal  profiles  allowing  a  similar 
analysis. Here we demonstrate and discuss the applicability of this scheme for the determination 
of the quench coefficients in this pressure domain. 
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